
We hope you enjoy your visit today! Our team are on hand to chat and answer 

any questions you have throughout the site.  

We ask that all dogs are kept on a short lead at all times please, and need to 

remain outside areas of food production. Thank you. 

Please note that whole Museum is a no smoking area; smoking is only  

permitted in car park areas.  

 

Did you know that only one of the historic buildings at the Museum was  

originally on this site?  

 

All the other buildings were moved here, as it was not possible for them to 

remain at their original location. So the structures were carefully recorded, 

dismantled and then rebuilt here on this site where you can see them today. 

Careful thought was given to where they were located, so there are three 

main areas of the Museum; trades and crafts buildings near the mill, a cluster 

of buildings near the market square that came from a less rural setting, and 

then farmhouses and other rural buildings.  

In September 2020, the Museum celebrated 50 years since opening.  

We are an educational charity - thank you for supporting our work with your 

visit today! Find out more ways to be involved online or by chatting to a  

member of our team. 

 

www.wealddown.co.uk 
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Welcome to the Museum 
 

 

Historic Life weekend:  

Sheep, Shepherding and Shepherd’s huts  

Saturday 2 & Sunday 3 July 2022 

 

We hope you enjoy your visit today!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stewarded buildings open: 10.30-4.30pm 

Museum site open: 10.30am-6pm 

  

follow us on 

 

@wealddownmuseum #WDLM 



 Meet David Morris, author of Shepherds’ Huts and Living Vans, in 

Redvin’s yards, S7—with 10 minute talks at 11.30; 12.30 and 2.30.  

 The Downland Shepherds at the Shepherd’s room, in Redvin’s yard, 

S7, at 2.00 and 3.00  

 Fleece display in the Shepherd’s room, in Redvin’s yard, S7   

 Find out about spinning with the great wheel, preparing fleece and 

textiles in the Tudor home, in Bayleaf farmhouse, B1  

 Listen to folk songs and rounds of ‘7 singers’ at the House from North 

Cray, M4, at 11.30, 1.00 (Sunday) 

 Display of country prints and second hand books, also with items to 

buy. In the Building Crafts Gallery, C2 

 Dialect & Heritage Project display & tell us your dialect words. In the 

Building Crafts Gallery, C2  

 Saw bench running in the woodyard, powered by tractor/steam  

engine, W1  
  

As you go around the Museum, you will find members of our team at some  

of the larger buildings. They are there to welcome you, can tell you about the 

home and its inhabitants.  

This is for the following historic homes (open 10.30-16.30): 

 The House from Walderton (map ref. M5)  

 Whittaker’s Cottages (V1)  

 Tindalls Cottage (R3)  

 Bayleaf Farmhouse (B1) and the Tudor kitchen (B2)  

 Pendean Farmhouse (R4)  

 

Refreshments are available from the café (open 10am to 5pm,  

kitchen open until 3pm) and takeaway from shepherd’s hut  

near the stables. 

Programme subject to change 

Sheep and Shepherding have a long regional tradition, with breeds of sheep 

that developed over time. Southdown sheep are closely associated with this 

area and can be seen regularly at the Museum, and will be contrasted with 

earlier breeds. This weekend will also explore the lives of the people who 

looked after them, from the tools and clothing to huts the shepherd’s lived 

in. Once practical living arrangements for people on the move with a flock, 

they have become popular items in recent years. A range of informal talks, 

displays of collection items and demonstrations of craft skills associated 

with wool will be on display at the Museum across the weekend.  

Demonstrations, 10 minute talks and displays this weekend: 

 Southdowns sheep and their history; find out more at 11.00 and 

12.00 [Saturday only, sheep grazing location tbc nearer the event 

time] 

 Pyecombe crooks and other items relating to shepherding —  

a display from the Museum Collection in the Downland Gridshell 

building, D1 

 Woodcut demonstration and display on the theme of sheep and 

shepherding, in the Downland Gridshell building, D1 

 The blacksmith and tools for the shepherd, find out more at the 

Southwater Smithy, C11 

 Take a trail to find the shepherd’s huts at the Museum (copies at 

main admissions desk) 

 Sheep hurdle making demonstration, at the shepherd’s hut on the 

top woodland path near Tindalls Cottage, R3     

 Making cheese with sheep’s milk, in Tindalls Cottage, R3 

 Preparing the wool, carding and spinning demonstrations, from the  

Lavant Spinners Guild, in Winkhurst hall, B2 


